Volunteering during COVID-19

Thank you for your interest in volunteering with God’s Love We Deliver! God’s Love has been deemed an Essential Service Provider in New York City and will continue working to cook, package, and deliver delicious, medically tailored meals to our neighbors living with severe and chronic illness during the COVID-19 crisis.

If you are not feeling well or have any concerns about volunteering DO NOT VOLUNTEER NOW.

Please review our Vaccination Protocol.

Sign up to Volunteer

COVID-19 Protocol

Click here to read our COVID-19 Protocol

All volunteers must wear a mask. Throughout the pandemic, our mask protocol has remained a critically important measure to help keep everyone working at God’s Love as safe as possible. Thank you for wearing a mask, covering nose and mouth, while volunteering at God’s Love unless you are actively eating or drinking.

The following policies and protocols will remain in effect until further notice:

- All volunteers must continue to be fully vaccinated without exception.
- All deliveries will continue to be contactless.
- Please refrain from volunteering at God’s Love if you’re not feeling well.
- **If you contract COVID or have been in proximity of someone who tests positive, please do not volunteer at God’s Love for ten days from the date of the positive test.**
- Please let the Volunteer Department know immediately if you have tested positive for COVID within ten days of your most recent shift.

*Please note that as with all our COVID protocols, this protocol is subject to change based on state, federal or local guidance and/or regulation.*

Please don’t hesitate to reach out to the Volunteer Team if you have any questions about our COVID protocols.
Meet our Volunteer Department

Director of Volunteer Services

Yolanda Deceus (she/her)

Bilingual Volunteer Services Specialist

Roberto Guerrero (he/him)
Volunteer Services Specialist

Shaine Poueleston (she/her)

Volunteer Services Specialist

Rich Grainger (he/him)
Volunteer Services Specialist

**Jesse Mars (he/him)**

Volunteer Engagement Coordinator

**Annalee Fannan (they/them)**

*Get a Sneak Peak in to your Meal Kit Assembly and Delivery Shifts*
Our staff will be working with you all along the way during your volunteer shifts. See what happens during Meal Kit Assembly and Delivery.

**Urgent Needs**

**Client Meal Delivery**

Our most-needed shift, you'll ride as passenger in our delivery van and assist our staff in delivering meals to our clients.

Sign Up

**Meal Packaging, 6:30a-8:30a, M-F**

Join our meal packaging shifts and ensure that our clients get the exact meal bags they need!

Sign Up

**Deliver With Your Own Car, 10a-1p, M-F**

Deliver with your own car during lunch time to any borough in NYC!

Sign Up

**Videos**

![Image of volunteers](image-url)

**Thanksgiving 2020**

Published on Nov 28, 2020
Thanksgiving 2019

Published on Dec 9, 2019

Thank you to the more than 1,700 volunteers who worked so hard to help us cook and home-deliver 8,400 Thanksgiving meals this year!
Our Volunteers are 10,000 Strong!

Published on Apr 12, 2018

For more than three decades, God’s Love We Deliver has been providing the medically tailored, nutritious meals that our clients so urgently require. From the very beginning, we recognized the force of the tremendous heart of our volunteers. Today, we are proud and humbled to have the help of our now 13,000 individuals who give their time and talent to God’s Love every year.

No Tank Tops in the Kitchen!

Published on May 23, 2017

At God’s Love We Deliver, we are committed to maintaining the highest possible standard of food safety for our clients living with severe illness. It’s important to our staff, our volunteers, and our clients to know that every single one of the thousands of meals produced in our kitchen each year has been prepared with a commitment to quality, nutrition and love.
On Sunday, June 24, God's Love We Deliver was joined by over 200 staff, volunteers, and community members at the 49th Annual NYC Pride March. God's Love has participated in the event for more than 28 years and we are grateful to everyone who joined us!

#FeedYourPride
What we accomplish with our volunteers

Published on Jun 28, 2018

Every year our volunteers help us reach new heights as we deliver more meals and reach more people than ever. Check out all the fantastic milestones we have reached this year -- we couldn't have accomplished so much without you!
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From the Blog: Volunteers
Volunteer Deborah Corenthal: Making Memories on Monday Nights

“I wanted to do something during the HIV crisis.” Deborah Corenthal, a retired attorney, began volunteering with God’s Love in 1996. God’s Love had just moved in to our SoHo headquarters from the youth hostel on the upper west...
Our Biggest Feast Yet! God’s Love Delivers 12,000 Meals on Thanksgiving

For our 2022 celebration, more than 1,000 volunteers helped us cook, package, and home-deliver 12,000 feasts to our clients, their families & their guests.

2,000+ Volunteer Service Hours

- Wing Tat Leung
- Edward Prostak
- Norma Grant
- Brenda Curtis
- Richard Ophals
- Martin Friedman
- Roz Gilbert
- Dennis Luczak
- Randy Savitt
- Evan Schwartz
- Bob White
- Irv Lerner
- Brian Hotaling
- Edward Coffina
- John Moore
- Gayle Balsky
- Leslie Plotkin
- Jonathan Wind
- Patrick McGuire
- Denise Gilson
- Angelo Sperrazza
- Raj Singh
- Aimee Ross
- Mary Fong
- Ann Parker
- Minna Lipkin
- Michael Brodesky
- Charles McEwen
- David Stern
- Martha Palma
- Susan Kupferberg
- Ruth Pardo
- Richard Fink
- Robert O'Sullivan
- Mary Pat Archer
- George Cominskie
- Carol Alexander
- Monica Tarver
- Laurie Machson
- Gerardo Huertas

+ Load More

1,000-1,999 Volunteer Service Hours

- Vincent Rada
- Mindy Liu
- Linda Irby
- Jicky Leidicke
- James Walsh
- HILL Nmdc
- Donald Eckert
- Terry Hofler
- Suzy Sobel
- William Komar
- Michael Kenny
- Linda Kates
- Fitz Fitz
- Klaus Villa
- Elizabeth Currey
- Ann Bodnar
- Thomas Miller
- Judith Schasberger
- Daniel Feldman
- Joan Adler
- Bonnie Stanke
- Joan Bennett
- Barbara Jones
- Don Newcomb
- Darnley Simon
- Mark Heflin
- Lily Potter
- Marla Jo Brickman
- Dan Horowitz
- Bill Riegel
- Bill Douglass
Debbi Baum
Suzan Bernstein
Molly Dieterich
Victoria Arzano
Debbie Deitcher
Fred Goldberg
Ilda Teran
Joseph Page
Andy Mirer
George Dussan
Lawrence Swehla
Barbara Rubel
Carol Rapoport
Joan Simon
Lorrie Stuart
John Lee
Phyllis Kirschenbaum
Jeri Boylan
Scott Hayter
Robert Nagle
Mark Porter
Manuel Greer
Stephanie Fine
Lynda Feld
Karen Duda
Laurie Gelbart
Joyce McShane
Nancy Pirodsky
Marilyn Bardo
Rusty Breedlove
Kathy O'Callaghan
Michael Normile
Mary Hatch
Terry Callaghan
Gerald DeYounge
Lucy Hwang
Patrick McHugh
Cindy Little
Mitchell Applebaum
Lloyd Cheu
Florence Dixon
John Goodfriend
Andy Marber
Herb Leventer
David Wise
Marco Pievani
Karen Groeger
Mari Cossaboom
Joanne Jablow
Drew Dasent
Randy Deutsch
Susan Kantrowitz
Janice Elkinson
Jim O'Connor
Pauline Lee-Pristin
Avon Chandler
Nadia Wechsler
Sharon Goldfarb
Jane Shea
David Abramson
Jon Devries
Jacqueline Shore
Lavern Whyte
Helen Messina
Angel Levy
Sueanne Kim
Stacy Young
Allison Saunders
Marlene Malamy
Liz Kinney
Mary Devine
Paulo Santos
Alfonso Lee
Timothy Gibson
Neil Stevenson
Lorna Facey
Alice Jan
Paul Brotman
Desmond Hunnighen
Sara Grodensky
Barbara Roberts
Paula Coyne

100-999 Volunteer Service Hours

T. j. Luty
HOTWNY NMDC
Stephanie Suskin
SUS STARRETT CITY NMDC
John DeRemigis
Alma Thompson
Francis McLaughlin
Sunny Cade
Paul Steinberg
Fran Ferguson
Sharon Cacioppo
Laurie Bloomfield
Pamela Conrad
Annie Wong
James Magenheimer
Peter Daw
Susan Kozicharow
Eugene Lefkowitz
Barbara Gould
Leila Mae Makdissi
Charlie Gerald jr
Audrey Manners
Debra Thom
Stuart Malkin
Real Inc NMDC
Selena Bright
Stan Raba
Barclee Dancona
Anjali Ray
Ruth Tabakin
Marion Morgenman
Gail Samuelson
Pamela Melasky
Martin fitzpatrick
Eric Hastings
Myles Diamond
Laura Quigg
Daniel Cooreman
Donna Feiner
Jean Cox
Nicole Gallagher
Jon Rialp
Arnold Weinstein
William Lux
Murray Montag
Clay Herrick
Daria Sanford
Adam Schefflan
Florence Lanlenou
Miguel Pinto
Shirley Logan
Patricia Ranieri
Matt Moore
Dalana Kellman
Doris Quinzi
Dennis Rutowicz
Shirley Singh
Sherry Schwartz
Rhona Gilbert
Donald Filicetti
Zahra Lee
Blair Fraipont
Gloria Moy
Jennifer Davidson
Nick Yarmac
Kimberly Green
Mai Wolf
Gail Friedman
Steven Lasher
Marilyn Sugarman
Judy Truong
Martine Chautard-Hasenauer
Joan Roldan
Alfred Henderson
Jim Newman
Robert Harrington
Tim Charters
Andrea Hernandez
Blanca Del Moral
Louise Kramer
Jennifer Melby
Eva Wirth
David Ross
Donna Welicky
Roslyn Adams
Cheryl Morrison
Anne Maltz
Sarah Klein
Paulette Lipton
Raven Dolling
Bob Krug
Big Jesse Lopez
Bentley NMDC
Michael Mango
Connie Ingold
Jason Cannon
Ruth Levine
Lund Krug
Ann Levine
Sophia Macris
Richard Fung
Mireille Chery
Rosalyn Leigh
Teri Yoshiuchi
Don Perman
Efna Plaza
David Stone
Judith Marcus
Daniel Sager
Oliver Browne
Melissa Sobol
Ed Gordon
Patti Freeman Evans
Rochelle Korman
Roselyn Hirsch
Linda Siegel
David Olivenbaum
Michele Friedman
Babi Ocean
Jennifer Gavin
Kirk Buddy
Jill Montaigne
Lutzea Satin
Mark Lewin
Jeff Kohler
Sherry Marks
Douglas Pine
Felix Wu
Feline Lo
Susan Andelman
Sherry Chang
Maggie Cusimano
Carol Strasser
Amanda Duran
Martha Morenstein
Leigh Hallingby
Virginia Gault
Adriane Jenkins
Pamela Marcott
Henry Raine
Adam Kurzyna
Arnaldo Cepero
Karin Allen
Mary Hamilton
Linda Foley
Odette Veneziano
Debbi Stogel
Diane Fox
Natalie Pao
Beatrice Hofman
Bonni McCoy
Jay Baum
Bonnie Bell
James Gallagher
Paige Wu
Steven Chaiken
Subhas Kandasamy
Robert Lasalle
Jeffrey Savitch
Laura Nuter
Fiona Teoxon
Judy Kuryk
Lelia Raibourn
Meredith Cram
Richard Lowe
Jacqueline Seltzer
Christopher Schenone
Michael Amster
Ric Boltz
Lisa Burgett
Maayan Beeber
Stephen Covello
Kaycie Haynes
Laura Schwartz
Rupert Moore
Toni Levine
Yusyin Hsin
Peter Forsman
Jana Glaser
Carla Popenfus
Bari Sugarman
Amelie Mann
Fayne Ansley
Alyssa Maresca
Ross Lorberfeld
Laura Kaufmann
Onnik Kasparian
- Seth Brotman
- Brian Marshall
- Deb Wasser
- Merritt Tam
- Andreas Vavaroutsos
- Gloria Coleman
- Susana Guarino
- David Baldwin
- Rita Gibbons
- Gloria Chew
- Mary Benedetto
- Jeffrey Stein
- Hugh Zanger
- April Panitz
- Cheryl Silverbrand
- Julie Biblowit
- Linda Heckman
- Steve Bell
- Cindy Quon
- Betty Duggan
- Norelle Swift
- Andy Shaffer
- Jessy Fazekas
- Monica Hooke
- Melissa Segal
- Robert Gery
- Jane Eagleson
- Karen Bdera
- Sandra Jones
- Carol Merkel
- Jeffrey Pagliaro
- Samantha Roman
- Dawn Feher
- Benjamin Shu
- Diana Roman
- Denise Tartaglia
- Cheyenne Sparrow
- Nauman Butt
- Gregory Jackson
- Deirdre Clarke
- Tracey Hummer
- Iana Byuttsinova
- Patrick Beh
- EunJu Park
- Susan Weinz
- Diane Torres
- Madeline Warden
- Fraustina Hsu
- Adam Boornazian
- Pailo Heitz
- Aurora Estner
- Lindsay Kennedy
- Susan Siminow
- John Battista
- Justine Witzke
Elaine Guardo
Ashley Day
Dawn Freedman-Wilkins
Albert Velasco
Caitlin Mahoney
Mary Kate Steinmiller
Susan Kaplan
Wade Penhorwood
Michael Wasserman
Camille Bryan
Elana Slott
Genevieve Dreizen
Lena Hunter
Paul Tarantola
Tom Gullo
Rob Nelson
Patricia Gentile
Carl Lauro
Nicole Garvin
May Lee
Emily Condon
Lydia Lee
Patti VanDyke
Bandar Alturkmani
Alba Pllana
Tracy Brown
Julia Leask
Joseph Sheehan
Reba Eappen
Rose Poy
Meredith Dicker
Amanda Docherty
Constance Jong
Jessie Ting
Deborah Corenthal
Suellen Epstein
Anh Giang
Sarka Adams
Orlando Carreras
Susan Antonelli
Juana Nunez
Carol Bastien
Sheryl Feldman
Hongyu Gao
Michael Crooke
Margaret Kubizne
Liz Callahan
Marissa Lustig
Erica Suarino
Renee Hassell
Joe Hosking
DeeAnn Maddox
Simon Chan
Michelle Bayne
Amy Kuehne
Susan Blau
Robyn Ufer
Marci Greenfield
Ryan Tyler
Grace Kim
Sharon Lerner
Casey Lynn
Robin Glover
Deborah Mullally
YAI Lenox NMDC
Erin Selip
Kenneth Hung
Mary Chin
Allison Levy
Gabrielle Malissa
Ruth Mosseri
Carrie Peers
Emma Philbin
Vivianne Bui
Deonauth Singh
Perl Cadawan
Melvin Tobias
Elaine Bivetto
Jerome Botardo
Andrea Specchialo
Cheryl Jones
Elizabeth Kachur
Shutima Sappakit
Kate Suhr
Massimo Maglione
Randy Rosema
Bryce Jenson
Allison DeVille
William Fagen
Chelsea Levy
William Nelson
Unsil Oh
Paula Rubello
David Burnett
Susan Sherman
Rachel Tuckman
Jennifer Koo
Karen Mead
Reynold Chui
Joel Kofie
Maritza Norton
Dite Pipilis
Phil Ho
Cheryl Maloney
Shaine Pouelson
Brayan Florentino
Jeff Williams
Stephanie Adams
Janet Unger
Joyce Faust
Deja Jones
Sarah Schaub
Lisa Pelavin
Joshua Jackson
Steve Niemand
Anne Sandager
Emily Wang
Bruce Gomez
Ikhwan Han
Jenny Lam
Deborah Franklin
Juliana Simon
Alexander Ballard
Tomoko Nagano
Karen Klein
Susan Slater
Jenna Bernhardson
Sully Bonnelly
Aimee Goretski
Jennifer Kursman
Mary Matone
Keiko Rogers
Harvey Rosenstein
Diane Shimek
Doug Bowmen
Tonya Mackie
Helen Scheuer
Sofia Helguera
Olivia Lee
Nora Burns
Shira Margulies
Joanne Mix
Janet Song
Julie Wong
Adiel Zuleta
Sarah Mandel
Maureen Coleman
Jenn Hope
Coreen Nakamoto
Armando Piquero
Marla Stein
Angela Haskell
Janet Hopp
Mark Gelwan
Dakini Leon
Zachary Lipez
Caryn Miller
Emily Wells
Jason Levee
Donna Fontana
Laryssa Boyko
Susan Faux-Lewis
Miyoung Lee
James Harker
Laura Friedman
Robert Rowe
Mai La Thai
Mark Lindberg
Agathe Texier
Gerlinde Gentzke-Leykam
Mark Holmen
Susan Montella
Courtney Stapleford
Nicholas Tarnev
Debora Cicchini
Stephen Norring

+ Load More

**Need More Information?**

View our FAQs and other helpful information on our [Volunteer FAQs & Resources page](#).

Or feel free to contact our Volunteer Office via email at [volunteer@glwd.org](mailto:volunteer@glwd.org) or telephone at [212.294.8158](tel:212.294.8158).